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Tzouhalem Spinners and Weavers Guild Newsletter

November December 2017

Woven cedar lath gates, 
blanket of snow
... there’s some inspiration 
for some winter weaving!

Happy Winter,
Cynara
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Pat treated herself to a felting workshop with Nan 
C.  What a wonderful polar bear!
Carol has been knitting socks for baby Issac. 
Mary H’s  handspun texol from her fleece that she 
won,
... and Evid’s fine handspun  “Gypsy Swirl” 
blended top ready to be plied with silk yarn.
We’re all agreeing - rather muted for the Gypsy 
nametag - something like  “Winter  Sunrise” 
would better suit!
And Tanis is so happy to be back to health and 
back in the Guild.  This is from her flock of sheep 
- her first fine handspun. 
So glad you’re back Tanis!

December Show and Tell
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Winter preparations~~~

Cynara unravelled a pair of socks that had shrunk and 
re-knit the ‘not to be wasted’ Fleece Artist BFL yarn 
into so soft and cosy gloves.

Her early handspun alpaca - finally woven into a 
blanket in a block twill pattern.  

And a Lopi sweater found in a thrift shop - partially 
knit. A Google /Ravelry search turned up the pattern, 
“Laela”, so knowing the plan for the sweater, Cynara 
drafted up the yoke pattern and completed the sweater 
in time for the snow.
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And more beautiful bands woven 
in backstrap and pebbleweave 
techniques on her inkle loom.

Alison’s completed sampler from 
her overshot demonstration in the 
fall.  What inspiration!
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Linda wove these stunning boucle towels 
for her daughters. Exciting colour play!

And Mary S ‘s favourite weave structure, 
rosepath in a  wonderful colour gamp towel.
She also knit a couple of cosy big sweaters.  
But the picture didn’t turn out, (sorry)
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Sarah shared her work in progress 
handspun handwoven jacket.  The 
yarn is fine singles Shetland, and 
the thread that she is working a 
tablet woven icord bound edge is 
also handspun!  

Also shown is her Orenburg lace 
scarf knit from very finely spun 
goat fibre - from goats she has 
known.
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The Flӓtmӧnster:
A Tale of Mentoring
Michele found a VAV with an 
interesting 8 shaft summer and 
winter weave that Daphne had 
woven years ago. With Daphne’s 
help and encouragement she wove 

the pattern in her silk wool.  The 
weave is even more complex as it 

looks.  Not for the faint of heart! 
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Michele knit this fabulous red coat 
in Briggs and Little Regal from a 
Kate Davies pattern - “Westering 
Home”
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Karen is wearing a beautiful ruana by a Qualicum 
weaver...

and has been weaving and knitting a storm of gorgeous 
scarves and cowls.   
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Alison found this delightful 
book “Snap” for her 
grandson.  Highly 
recommended!

And Maria put this 
humorously crafty book up to 
be won in a draw.  
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Evid shared this article from the Colonist  of Tsimshian weaver William White.
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Our Christmas Potluck!
always a fabulous feast!

Merry Christmas!
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November Show and Tell

Terry’s wonderfully atmospheric tapestry of a 
treasured place - Bear Point on Malcolm Island.
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Karen’s plunged into her stash on a full spectrum quest to knit and 
crochet this Mandala

Putting colour together!
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Cherry’s finished entrelac 
pieces using Noro’s palette,
And Anna Marie’s bold colour 
modules in this Stephen West 
design shawl.
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Welcome!  our new member 
Leslie.  She shared her in 
progress knitted alfghan and 
the joys of learning to knit 
socks.  She’s eager now to 
learn to weave.
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Maria has woven baskets full 
of Christmas ornaments.
these will be heirloom 
treasures!

And Sandi’s  zany Fiber 
Character pins  - so fun and 
creative!
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Kathy’s cosy shawlette with 
just a touch of glitter to keep 
shoulders warm when minding 
our library desk

and Cherry’s entrelac hat and 
lacework gloves for Providence 
farm.
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Marion’s handwoven Shetland handspuns.  
The pattern is a plaited twill from Strickler 
that has two faces that feature warp or weft 
yarns.

Jo’ Anne wove this fabulous 8 shaft colour 
and weave pinwheel using Michele’s 
handdyed wool silk.  So luxurious,  the 
scarf and shawl were woven with different 
setts to explore drape and hand - Both 
lovely!
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Cynara wove the blue and 
white blanket from her 
handspinnings - white alpaca 
weft, and handspun indigo 
dyed wool warp.

The grey and purple is a 
closeup of Marion’s blanket/
wrap.

And Alison wove these 
Pebble Weave bands for the 
RiversEdge Village display.  
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Carol A brought this family antique that was 
woven in Nova Scotia - a handspun, 
handwoven blanket - treasured and 
beautifully preserved.

The flour sack is from Nova Scotia as well.
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Overshot Weaving mini workshop 
with Alison

After the meeting, Alison presented a very 
informative hands on mini- workshop on 
Overshot Weaving.  Plenty of inspiring samples 
were laid out, even an overshot paper weaving.  I 
think there’s be a renaissance in Overshot 
weaving in our guild soon!
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